Social Security Administration
Baltimore, MD

The Social Security Administration is looking to fill Information Security positions immediately in Baltimore, MD. We are looking to hire at GS-9, GS-11, GS-12 or GS-13 levels, depending on Information Security work experience. Additionally, applicants may be able to qualify with education OR a combination of education AND Information Security work experience.

Work experience must demonstrate that you possess the following four competencies: attention to detail, customer service, oral and written communication, and problem solving. Additionally, your experience must involve ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of systems, networks, and data through the planning, analysis, development, implementation, maintenance, and enhancement of information systems security programs, policies, procedures, and tools.

We are looking for individuals with the following specialized experience in IT audits, Threat Analysis, technical writing, security application development, security risk assessments, Federal Information Security Management Act reporting (FISMA), Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM), and compliance reviews:

- Proficient in security centric java UI development, API development, database integration, and backend API integration with java interfaces
- Implementing security policy, procedure, logical access management and technical enforcement processes to comply with mandates and resolve security audit findings
- Performing FISMA security assessments of agency systems and computing facilities based on NIST risk management framework, standards and guidance
- Compiling and analyzing agency-wide cybersecurity performance data in order to meet Cybersecurity Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goals, FISMA and other external reports
- Collaborating with agency stakeholders to perform security risk assessments to identify and mitigate risks to agency business processes
- Performing trending analysis
- Conduct Cyber Security Forensic Investigations
- Familiarity with IT Security testing methodologies
- Conducting onsite and remote security reviews of electronic data exchange partner agencies
- Assessing security risks to SSA information electronically transmitted to electronic data exchange partner agencies

The education requirements are specific. If you do not have Information Security work experience, you must meet the education requirements:

1. **GS-9**: Master’s Degree or equivalent graduate degree **OR** 2 full years of progressively higher level graduate education leading to a master's degree or equivalent graduate
degree. The degree you have or are pursuing must be in computer science, engineering, information science, information systems management, mathematics, operations research, statistics, or technology management or be a degree that provided a minimum of 24 semester hours in one or more of the fields identified above and required the development or adaptation of applications, systems or networks.

2. **GS-11**: Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree **OR** 3 full years of progressively higher level graduate education leading to a Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree. Please reference the GS-9 description for the degree and course fields required for consideration.

If interested, please send your resume and a copy of your transcripts to OIS.Recruitment@ssa.gov for immediate consideration.

**NOTE:** Please be sure your resume includes your specific Information Security work experience and/or education in order to be considered.